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1. Introduction 

 
The evolution of computers and the Internet now brings us the ability to access huge 

number of computing and networking resources distributed widely on the Internet and 
on devices in the area surrounding users. Effective utilization of these resources will 
allow us to use various kinds of attractive services such as web services, context-aware 
network services, Grid computing systems, etc. Since number of resources is huge and 
their accessibility may change due to user’s environment, the realization of flexible and 
seamless access to computing and networking resources is a big challenge.  

 
2. Personal Mesh 

 
In the first half of this dissertation, we focus our attention on the utilization of 

networking resources such as wireless LAN, 3G, 4G, etc appearing in a personal area 
network(PAN). The motivation of our work comes from the consideration that personal 
devices' Internet connection quality can be improved by sharing access link resources in 
a PAN. First, the Internet connection area of mobile devices can be expanded. For 
example, a mobile device which has only a short-range wireless link can access the 
Internet via a wide-area access link of other devices in the PAN. Second, since one 
bottleneck link on the end-to-end communication path of personal devices is on the 
wireless access link, Internet connection quality can be improved through the 
utilization of appropriate access links for each communication session, which meets the 
application's performance requirements and the user's preferences. 

We have developed a framework, called Personal Mesh, which enables devices in a 
PAN to use appropriate access links for their communication sessions without 
interruption even when access link resources in PAN change dynamically. Our 
framework is realized by a software module installed on devices that have at least one 
Internet access link (Fig. 1). We call such a device a Personal Gateway (PGW). Our 
design does not require local devices (i.e. devices that have only short-range wireless 
link) to be aware of the change in access link resources. 

First, PGWs select appropriate access links for each communication session of each 
PAN device passing through it. The selection is based on access link information, 
application requirements and user preferences. PGWs cooperate with each others to 
gather required information. They also observe access link resource changes. Whenever 
an access link resource change occurs, they reselect access link and trigger a handoff if 
necessary. 
  Second, PGWs maintain addresses of devices in PAN unchanged through the use of 
an address/port translation function. This function is an extended version of the 
address/port translation function of a NAPT's box, modified for the use with a PAN 
mobility support scheme to be mentioned later. Every PAN device is assigned a private 
address when joining the PAN. They use the private address to communicate with hosts 



in the global network. The address/port translation function of PGWs makes proper 
packet routing between the PAN and the global network possible. 
 Third, the change of network location of PAN devices when a handoff occurs is 
concealed through the use of the address/port translation and the session information 
binding update in PGWs and corresponding hosts. PGWs in a PAN share session 
information between each other. When a handoff occurs, PGWs will notify the 
corresponding hosts about the new session information. The PGW and the 
corresponding host will use the session information to perform address/port translation 
for the session such that the change of network location due to the handoff will be 
transparent to local devices and application layer of the corresponding hosts. Through 
the use of session information in the binding update and packet forwarding, our scheme 
allows devices in PAN to independently switch each of their communication sessions to 
the appropriate access link without communication interruption. 
We have implemented a prototype of Personal Mesh and have proved the effectiveness 

of our system by experiment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                          Fig. 1 Structure map of Personal Gateway 
 
3. SENS: A Scalable and Expressive Naming System 
 
In the second half of the dissertation, we design a scalable and expressive naming 

system called SENS to provide information systems a resource information retrieval 
service based on resource names. The motivation of our work comes from the fact that 
because number of computing and information resources distributed on the Internet is 
huge and increasing rapidly, information of resources must be stored in a large number 
of servers. Our system will route query messages to servers responsible for queried 
information. 
 Our system utilizes a descriptive naming scheme which names each resource by a 
tuple of attribute/value pairs. Resource information is distributed at name servers 
(NSs) based on resource names. Our system retrieves resource information by exact 
queries (i.e. query information of a resource whose resource name is the same as the 
query name) and multiple-attribute range queries (i.e. querying information of 
resources whose names have attribute values satisfying a query range) over resource 
names.  
SENS distributes resource information to the overlay network of NSs based on 



resource IDs. The resource ID space is a virtual d-dimensional Cartesian coordinate 
space built on the overlay network of NSs. Each resource name is mapped to one or 
several resource IDs. Resource information including a resource name and meta-data is 
stored at NSs whose are responsible for resource IDs. A NS performs a query by 
mapping a queried resource name or a range of queried names to a queried resource ID 
or a range of resource IDs and then sending a query message to NSs that are 
responsible for the queried resource ID or the queried range of resource IDs. 
To limit number of NSs responsible for a range query, we propose a locality-preserving 

mapping scheme between a multi-attribute resource name space and a 
multi-dimensional resource ID space. A resource name is mapped to a resource ID by 
mapping each attribute value in attribute/value pairs of the resource name to a 
coordinate value of the resource ID in a deterministic dimension assigned by the 
attribute (Fig. 2). As the result, our matching scheme allows all resource names that 
match a range query to be mapped within a limited segment of the resource ID space. 
We call it the range query segment. To resolve a range query, a range query message 
will be sent to NSs responsible for the range query segment. We propose a 
multi-attribute range query algorithm which is a combination of the CAN routing 
algorithm and a broadcast routing algorithm based on a spanning binomial tree (Fig. 3). 
Consequently, our SENS system is designed by the following elements: 
 A locality preserving mapping scheme between multi-attribute resource name 

space and a resource ID space. All resource names that match a range query will be 
mapped within a limited range query segment of the resource ID space. 

 The construction of resource ID space on the overlay network of NSs based on the 
CAN routing algorithm. 

 A resource information delivery algorithm which is a combination of the CAN 
routing algorithm and a multicast routing algorithm based on a spanning binomial 
tree. It delivers resource information to corresponding NSs with a minimum 
number of messages.  

 A multi-attribute range query algorithm which is a combination of the CAN routing 
algorithm and a broadcast routing algorithm based on a spanning binomial tree. It 
routes multi-attribute range query messages to NSs in a range query segment with 
a minimum number of messages.  

We also conduct simulations to evaluate the performance of the SENS system. The 
simulation result shows that the SENS system can realize exact queries and range 
queries with a reasonable cost. Furthermore, our system can achieve a good degree of 
load balancing even the distribution of attribute/value pairs in resource names is 
skewed. 

 
4. Structure of thesis 

 
This dissertation is organized as follows. 
In Chapter 1, we introduce the background and the contributions of our research. 

  In Chapter 2, we present the background of our design in Section 2.1; discuss related 
works in Session 2.2. We describe our implementation including Personal Mesh's 
system structure and its operations in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 describes our testbed 
network and our experimental results. We conclude the chapter in Section 2.6. 

In Chapter 3, we present the background of our system in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 
discusses the related works and their problems. We describe our system's design in 
Section 3.3 and our simulation and the results in Section 3.4. We conclude the chapter 
in Section 3.5. 

In Chapter 4, we summarize our contributions and conclude this dissertation. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Fig. 2 The mapping between a resource name and a resource ID 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Fig. 3 A broadcast routing protocol for sending a query message to a range query 

segment based on a spanning binomial tree 


